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A group of ECFR Council Members and staff led by ECFR Co-Chair Carl Bildt visited Ankara 

on a study mission this week. We met with President Erdoğan, Prime Minister Yildirim, 

Deputy Prime Minister Mehmet Simsek, Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu, EU Minister 

Omer Celik, the leader of the main opposition party – the CHP - Kemal Kilicdaroglu, 

representatives from the pro-Kurdish HDP, journalists, and experts on the Gulen movement.  

 

The purpose of the trip was threefold: to understand the developments in Turkey since the 

attempted coup of July 15, to assess the opportunities and the risks that have arisen as a result 

of this, and to outline openings for Europe in improving the currently troubled bilateral 

relationship.   

 

We also secured President Erdoğan’s endorsement for an important initiative to create a new 

informal political platform for off-the-record discussions between Turkish interlocutors and 

those in European capitals. 

 

Turkey is a country defined by trauma and jubilation after what is widely seen as the most 

dramatic event in its recent history. Several ministers compared the coup with the 9/11 terror 

attacks and said that the war on the Gulen movement could have as far-reaching consequences 

for Turkish foreign and domestic policy as the Global War on Terror had for George W. Bush.  

At the same time, there is a victorious mood and a feeling that the Turkish people and Turkish 

democracy has prevailed.  

 

There is a deep feeling among most of our Turkish interlocutors (CHP and HDP excluded) 

that Europe's reaction to the attempted coup – both by member states and EU institutions –

was feeble and unsupportive at best. Europe is perceived as having not fully understood the 

significance of what happened and the consequences it could have had. There is a view that 

the lack of sympathy and support expressed by European decision-makers in the immediate 

days and weeks after the events of July 15 can be read as potential tolerance of the coup 

attempt.  

 

A new national mythology has become established around the events of July 15. 

Understanding the victorious pathos in Turkey today about "the courageous Turkish people 

who have won back our democracy" is key to getting the mood in the country right, and 

preventing it from sliding into isolationism and vengeance.  
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One of the surprising findings of our trip was that there could potentially be new openings 

for secular developments in Turkey as well as new channels to engage Ankara around the 

rule of law and terrorism.  

 

 

It was only on July 16 – the day after the coup – that most European decision makers began to 

focus on the Gulenist conspiracy.1 It is clear that since the 1970s, Fethullah Gulen had been 

carefully placing his followers “inside the veins of the state system” (per one of his famous 

sermons), and since the ascension of Erdogan’s AKP in 2002, has been visibly taking over 

critical sections of the bureaucracy judiciary, police, and schools/universities. Opposition 

parties made clear that Gulen appointees did not “infiltrate” the bureaucracy but were 

deliberately appointed by the AKP in a bid to displace the previous “deep state”.  However, 

after the coalition between the AKP and Gulen broke down at the end of 2013, most of 

Turkey's diplomatic and economic representation remained in the control of Gulenists.  

 

Since the attempted coup, the AKP has been reassessing the impact of Gulenists on policy in 

recent times. In our meetings Gulenists were blamed for the brutality against the Gezi 

protesters, for Turkey's past failure to decisively act against ISIS, and even for shooting down 

the Russian jet last November. 

 

The public mobilisation since June 15 has led to further centralisation of power in the hands 

of the President, who is now the largely undisputed head of the executive, even without 

constitutional changes. Perhaps paradoxically, one of the effects of the post-coup purge is the 

return of many secular officials to higher levels of the administration. Should this trend hold, 

it will present a chance for thousands of experts who have been pushed away by Gulenists 

and might change the spirit of the Turkish state machinery. In our meetings we were struck 

by the number of secular advisers and senior female officials who had returned to key jobs in 

the administration. 

 

 

Across the political spectrum, there was a sense that the military coup attempt on July 15 was 

the most serious attack against the constitutional order that Turkey has seen in its recent 

history, and that it would have plunged the country into civil war had it succeeded.  The post-

coup crackdown has been broad and swift – and there is a widespread acceptance of its 

necessity.  

 

                                                      
1 The Gulen movement has been compared to the Opus Dei, Illuminati, Church of Scientology, and even Al-

Qaeda, by Turkish officials. 
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While the government seems to take a maximalist position in the Gulen investigations, they 

have several methods of identifying active Gulenists, ranging from affiliation with Gulen 

schools, accounts at Gulen banks, donations to the group, or the use of a secret communication 

application which was used by the coup-plotters and senior Gulenists; 39,000 people had a 

password and direct access to the application.  

 

And while there is consensus that the emergency situation should and will end after its legal 

duration of three months, many prosecutors and the judiciary feel compelled by media and 

public expectation to over-deliver. This snap-back has resulted in detentions of many people 

not associated with the Gulenists, including the intelligentsia and selected opposition 

activists; excessive violence; and the imprisonment of journalists who have merely worked 

for Gulen media. 

 

However, the opposition, the media and many even within the government are privately 

worried about over-reach and about ensuring that there are mechanisms to correct false 

detentions and arrests.  It was suggested to us that the most powerful ways to address these 

issues would be by opening chapters 23 and 24 in the accession negotiations and using the 

Council of Europe. 

 

 

The sudden vulnerability of the Turkish state during the coup attempt surprised everybody. 

The coup and the counter-coup purge could have a major effect on the economy. Around 1,000 

companies directly associated with the Gulenist movement and some assets owned by 

Gulenists have been seized. There is a noticeable investment freeze as damaged investor 

confidence following the coup attempt comes on top of the hit experienced in the tourist sector 

since the beginning of 2016.  

 

The business community is clearly hoping that the purge will come to an end soon and that 

confidence in the Turkish economy will be restored.  But officials talked up the resilience of 

the economy, stating that the hit it had taken remained insignificant in terms of the size of the 

overall Turkish economy. Officials predicted economic growth of around around 4 percent.  

 

Some of our interlocutors expressed concern that given the high public mobilisation and the 

tightly government-controlled media, one of the few factors that could act as a break on 

centralisation and the purge is a slow-down of the economy. 

 

 

“The coup was our 9/11 and Gulen is our Al-Qaeda”, was the explanation of one senior figure 

who explained that the crackdown on Gulen will become a central feature of Turkish foreign 

policy – playing a similar role to Turkish-Armenian issues.  Bilateral relations could be 

affected by demands to close schools and other organisations associated with Gulen, while 

some countries, such as Kyrgyzstan, are described as “Gulenist regimes”. 
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Although much debated in Europe, the warming up of relations between Moscow and Ankara 

is not considered a crucial strategic shift or the beginning of a new alliance in Turkey. "Turkey 

is not pivoting towards Russia. We want to come back to the situation prior to the airplane 

accident, to trade, exchange in tourism and energy". Russia does not seem to be part of 

Turkey's calculations on Syria, or to have changed Ankara's stance on other critical security 

issues like NATO, the security in the Black Sea, or the annexation of Crimea. Turkey and 

Russia also continue to disagree on the future of Assad.  

 

  

 

If the EU has struggled to understand Turkey, Turkey has also struggled to understand the 

EU.  Three things stand out about Turkey’s view of Europe – it’s pivot to a Berlin-focused 

view of the EU, its failure to understand EU processes, and its incompatible view of the world 

as shaped through power politics. 

 

 

For many years Ankara operated with a Brussels-centred vision of Europe, which has now 

been replaced by a Berlin-centred one. The complex and interconnected nature of European 

decision-making, in which every capital can have a veto, is not entirely clear or rational to 

them. 

 

 

On the EU-Turkey refugee deal, Turkish officials often fail to distinguish between 

bureaucratic and political obstacles to Europe delivering on the deal. Because of bureaucratic 

delays in the payment of the pledged €3 billion for Syrian refugee projects, the Turkish side 

doubts Europe’s commitment to keeping its promises.  

 

 

In Ankara, there is more and more of a tendency to view the world through the prism of power 

politics, something that encourages a cynical view of value-based European reflexes. While 

Europeans emphasise the independence of judiciary, Turks prioritise the cleaning up of the 

judiciary from Gulen supporters. Turks are cynical about Europe’s emphasis on values, and 

see it as a way to pressure Turkey or keep it at arms length from the European sphere.  
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In the decades ahead, irrespective of how the formal relationship evolves, the EU and Turkey 

will be dependent upon each other and require solid cooperation. Turkey occupies a strategic 

location at the intersection of a Middle East that is likely to remain volatile for a long time to 

come and an EU that is more concerned with its security. As such, the role and position of 

Turkey is bound to grow in importance. But EU-Turkey relations aren’t a one way street. 

Turkey also needs to be firmly anchored in the West for its own long-term security. The 

alternative is a Turkey that slides off in another direction to the profound detriment of all. In 

order to overcome current mutual misunderstandings, we should: 

 

 

By default rather than design, dialogue formats between Turkey and the EU have 

deteriorated, although there was a short-term improvement after the EU-Turkey refugee deal 

in early 2016. The pattern emerging is one of bilateral arrangements with member states rather 

than EU-wide initiatives. This increases the chances of disappointment as the EU as a whole 

fails to deliver. The EU should seek agreement on twice-yearly high-level summits with 

Turkey independently of the structures of the association process. 

 

 

The issue of Turkish EU membership remains controversial in a number of EU countries, and 

there are also signs of a hesitation in Turkey itself.  

 

But in spite of mutual suspicion and disappointment about the accession process, there was 

cross-party agreement that it could provide a framework for the EU to be involved in the 

major constitutional changes that Turkey is likely to initiate over the next two years. Especially 

in the hallmark areas of the EU – rule of law and human rights. Opposition politicians said 

there could be a major opportunity for EU member states to have an impact on Turkish 

discussions by opening chapters 23 and 24 for negotiations with Turkey.  

 

The Council of Europe could play a key role in a wider monitoring of Turkey’s post-coup 

human rights situation, the independence of the judiciary, and the freedom of media. 

Thorbjorn Jagland has established a dialogue of trust with the Turkish authorities following 

the coup. Turkey has committed itself to respecting the provisions of the European 

Convention on Human Rights as well as the verdicts of the European Court of Human Rights. 
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Implementation of the EU-Turkey refugee deal may not have been perfect, but it has 

demonstrated that a relationship based on mutual interest on difficult subjects can work.  

 

From the Turkish point of view, the granting of visa-free travel for holders of biometric 

passports is of great importance. We should acknowledge that this is also in the EU’s interest 

because it will make the economic relationship easier. Only approximately 5 percent of the 

Turkish population holds a biometric passport, and the cost of acquiring one makes it unlikely 

that this figure will increase dramatically in the short term. 

 

When it comes to counter-terror cooperation between the EU and Turkey, legal concerns 

should also be addressed. No European country is as endangered and affected by terrorism 

today as Turkey, whether from ISIS, the PKK or the Gulen movement. The EU and its member 

states have an interest in engaging with and helping Turkey to fight the threat of terrorism. A 

robust stance by the EU against the PKK would make it easier to argue for a renewal of 

discussions concerning a political solution to the remaining issues of Kurdish concern. There 

should be mutual commitment to address mutual concerns in the fight against terrorism. 

 

 

 

 


